
You’ve found what you’re looking for — your personal My Style calculator.
New possibilities for the calculator start here.

Colorful and Stylish Calculators

MY STYLE



MY STYLE

COLORFUL STYLISH

Choosing a calculator is about more than convenience and functions.
Casio’s new Colorful & Stylish calculator lineups offer an exciting range 
of choices, with stimulating colors and assured quality design, 
to suit every user’s individual lifestyle.
You’re sure to find a MY STYLE calculator that’s perfect for you, too.



ONE TONE

COLORFUL STYLISH

The new Colorful & Stylish calculators feature single-tone designs
that add to the fun of choosing a calculator in the color of your choice.
These powerful designs capture every user’s individual character
simply by expressing the strengths of the various colors.



DESIGN
Regardless of their age or sex, users decide the color of their 

Colorful & Stylish calculators based solely on the appeal of the color itself. 
That’s why we focus on offering adventurous colors not available with conventional 

calculators. The selection process is handled by our specialized color designers. 
Taking the trends in interior and fashion design into consideration, 

they choose the one tone that most accurately reflects the concept of each calculator from 
among over 100 different tones, which may be tones of the same color. 

Determining the optimal single-tone design also requires further adjustments, moreover, 
such as altering the color tone slightly for various calculator parts and materials. 

COLORFUL
The rounding of the case includes the 
underside as well as the upper body, so users 
can hold it comfortably in their hand

STYLISH
The slim body’s sophisticated, sharp-edged 
design projects an active impression.

COLORFUL
The flat key shapes are artfully coordinated 
with the casually rounded case design.

STYLISH
The keys with their concave tops express a 
functional beauty that is artfully coordinated 
with the classy case design.

COLORFUL
Large, thin-lined characters inscribed in a 
beautifully supple font and adjusted to the 
key top sizes project an informal impression.  

STYLISH
One-step smaller characters inscribed with 
thicker lines than the Colorful calculator font 
create a more formal impression.

An alumite film coating like that often applied 
to smartphones and refined desktop items gives 
the Stylish calculators’ metal plating a beautiful 
texture and superior scratch resistance, while 
also assuring outstanding color stability.

Form Keys Font

1

2

3

Alumite（STYLISH modes only）

Alumite film

Alumite film

Alumite film

Creating an alumite film on a metal-plated surface. 

Dye is applied to permeate the empty 
holes dotting the surface.

Sealing treatment is applied, forming a film 
and pressing down the dye.

* Excluding JW-200SC-WE / SL-1000SC-WE



The high-impact colors give users an unconscious desire to hold them in their 
hand. All the colors were selected for their exquisite, balanced appearance 
when arranged on store shelves, and for the colorful accent they add to 
users’ personal effects. Each adds a distinctive new tone to a popular color, 
creating a color variation with a fresh new feel.

COLORFUL
Surrounding yourself with things you love is the secret to a fulfilling life.

The New Colorful Calculators’ varied lineup lets you choose one you can 
truly cherish. Our greatest joys have a natural birth. 

COLORING



•Dimensions H×W×D (mm): 22.8×105.0×149.5   •Approximate weight (g): 110 •Dimensions H×W×D (mm): 19.4×85.5×120.0   •Approximate weight (g): 70 •Dimensions H×W×D (mm): 8.4×70.0×118.0   •Approximate weight (g): 50

12
digits

10
digits

10
digits

•Independent memory   •Regular percent (%)   •Profit margin percent   •Square root (√)   •Sign change (+/–)   •Shift key       •3-digit comma markers   •Time calculation   •Tax calculation   •Power supply: Two-way power (Solar+Battery)

Previous New

Each design is tailored to a product one-to-one. Their exterior colors 
have a powerful appeal that captures customers’ eyes in a flash. 
Downsized by about 25% compared to conventional models, these 
calculators contribute to more efficient use of available store space. 

PACKAGINGLINE UP
Developing sales through pioneering channels such as select shops that 
diverge from those of conventional calculators gives retailers a feeling of 
selling small, charming fashion items.

SHOPS

MS-20UC MS-7UC SL-310UC
157mm

23
1m

m

137.5mm

197m
m

Promoting the Colorful calculator 
perspective, seeking to combat 
counterfeit product sales, 
and displaying image photos 
on the backs of packages. 

An opening is provided for customers 
to feel the key touch.

SL-310UC-BU SL-310UC-BKSL-310UC-GN

SL-310UC-RD SL-310UC-RGSL-310UC-PK

SL-310UC-LB SL-310UC-PLSL-310UC-WE

MS-20UC-GN MS-20UC-BKMS-20UC-RG

MS-20UC-PK MS-20UC-RDMS-20UC-PL

MS-20UC-YG MS-20UC-LBMS-20UC-WE

MS-7UC-RD SL-310UC-YGMS-20UC-BU

MS-7UC-GNMS-7UC-PK

MS-7UC-LBMS-7UC-YG

MS-7UC-BU

Approx. 
25% 

smaller!

Portable TypeMini Desk TypeMini Desk Type



The cool, intelligent colors evoke a deeply tasteful impression that begs to be 
used. The stylish single-tone designs with their appealing textural variations 
add a touch of class to any business environment.

COLORING
STYLISH

This lineup’s targets are businesspeople who prefer to work actively and 
efficiently. A calculator bearing the STYLISH name is ideal for men and women 

who want the items they use at work to express their personal styles.



•Independent memory   •Regular percent (%)   •Profit margin percent   •Square root  (√)   •Sign change (+/–)   •Shift key         •3-digit comma markers   •Tax calculation   •Power supply: Two-way power (Solar+Battery)

•Dimensions H×W×D (mm): 10.8×109.0×183.5   •Approximate weight (g): 150
•Grand total (GT)   •Exchange calculation  •Rounding selector   •Decimal selector •Dimensions H×W×D (mm): 9.9×89.0×146.0   •Approximate weight (g): 95 •Dimensions H×W×D (mm): 8.7×71.0×120.0   •Approximate weight (g): 55

10
digits

12
digits

10
digits

While their “one-to-one” designs tailored to individual products maintain 
consistency with the Colorful calculators, the Stylish models are arranged in 
settings with a pinstriped business image to distinguish them from their Colorful 
sister lineup. Approximately 30% smaller than conventional calculators, their 
compact size contributes to enhanced sales floor efficiency.

PACKAGINGLINEUP
Sales through stationery stores that stock a variety of luxury stationery 
items is under investigation. The calculators are sold as tools that identify 
the user as someone who demands more than a merely practical item.

SHOPS

180mm

26
5m

m

140mm

236.7m
m

An opening is provided for customers 
to feel the key touch.

JW-200SC NS-10SC SL-1000SC

SL-1000SC-GD SL-1000SC-WESL-1000SC-BU

SL-1000SC-PK SL-1000SC-BKSL-1000SC-NY

JW-200SC-GD JW-200SC-WEJW-200SC-BU

JW-200SC-GY JW-200SC-BKJW-200SC-PK

NS-10SC-PK SL-1000SC-GYJW-200SC-NY

NS-10SC-GY NS-10SC-GDNS-10SC-NY

Previous New
Approx. 

30% 
smaller!

Promoting the Stylish calculator 
perspective, seeking to combat 
counterfeit product sales, 
and displaying image photos 
on the back of packages.　

Portable TypeMobile Desktop TypeCompact Desk Type

Adjustable Tilt Display


